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USE THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE OMEGA INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS WHEN REPLACING SIDEOUT AWNING SPRINGS AND ARMS WITH THE
OMEGA RETROFIT KIT.

1. Remove existing Sideout awning from vehicle.  This includes both the arm hardware and the
roller assembly.  CAUTION:  TAKE CARE WHEN REMOVNG TENSION FROM SPRING
ASSEMBLIES. TENSION CAN RAPIDLY SPIN OFF OF SPRING ASSEMBLIES POSSIBLY
CAUSING INJURY OR DAMAGE TO AWNING OR VEHICLE.

 
2. On a suitable workbench, drill out the rivets that are attaching the spring assemblies of the old

sideout awning to the roller tube.  Carefully remove spring assemblies from roller tube.
 
3. At the left end of the roller tube, insert the bushing and roller sprocket.  Be sure to use the

sprocket marked ‘Left’.  Using two pop rivets, secure the roller sprocket to the roller tube.
 
4. Move to the right end of the roller

tube and insert all but six inches
of the spring assembly into the
tube.  Slip the roller sprocket and
bushing over the end of the
spring.  Like the previous step,
use the two pop rivets to fasten
the sprocket to the roller tube.
The end of the aluminum tube
(spring adapter)
connected to the main torsion spring should still extend
beyond the end of the roller tube.

 
5. Engage the right hand Omega assembly into the spring

adapter.  Locate the cotter pin and keep close by.  Wind the
spring assembly 15 turns in a counter-clockwise direction
looking at the roller from the right end.

 
6. Identify the two holes in the spring adapter that

the cotter pin will
 pass through.  Push the spring adapter into the roller

tube far enough such that the cotter pin can be inserted
into the sprocket and spring adapter and still come out
the other side.

 
7. Release the tension on the Omega arm and disengage

the spring adapter.  Set the arm aside.
 
8. Follow the regular Omega Installation Instructions to continue.
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